TRAVEL GUIDE
When arriving at the Copenhagen Airport several transport options will
be available. The following is our suggestions on how to arrive for the
registration and check-in for EMSS17.
Check-in address and phone numbers to remember
Address: Registration and check-in from 12.30 to 13.15 PM (local time)
takes place at The Maersk Tower at the Faculty of Health and Medical
Sciences, located at: Blegdamsvej 3 B, 2200 Copenhagen N.
Phone numbers: If you are in doubt when arriving at the Copenhagen
Airport or during your travel do not hesitate to call us at
+45 42427287
or
Sidse: +45 28867204
or
Sophie: +45 23448555
Description of travel guide
We suggest that you take the following route by subway/metro and bus
system:
At the airport follow the signs to the Copenhagen Airport Metro station.
- From the Copenhagen Airport Metro station, take the Metro M2
towards Vanløse station to Nørreport station. Metro M2 departs
from the Copenhagen Airport Metro station approximately every 6
minutes. There are eight intermediate stops and it takes
approximately 15 minutes, before you get to Nørreport station,
where you get off the metro

- From Nørreport station, take bus 6A towards Emdrup Torv, bus 150s
towards Kokkedal station or bus 185 towards Klampenborg station
to Rigshospitalet Syd (Tagensvej). Get off bus 6A, bus 150s or bus
185 at the bus-stop Rigshospitalet Syd (Tagensvej)
- From the bus-stop Rigshospitalet Syd (Tagensvej) walk 193 meters
to The Maersk Tower (see picture below), approximately 4 minutes
of walk

Walk from the bus-stop Rigshospitalet Syd (Tagensvej), indicated by the red spot on
the map, to The Maersk Tower by following the yellow line to the black cross.

Short summary of travel guide
Copenhagen Airport Metro station à Metro M2 towards Vanløse st à
Nørreport station à bus 6A, bus 150s or bus 185 à Rigshospitalet Syd
(Tagensvej) à walk to the Maersk Tower.

Alternatives to public transport
Alternatively, taxis are available from the Copenhagen Airport.
Prizes
Metro and bus: 36 DKK (approximately 5 Euro)
Taxi: 200-300 DKK (approximately 25-40 Euro)
Travel guide, homepage
At https://www.rejseplanen.dk/webapp/index.html?language=en_EN
you can enter your start and stop destination. The travel guide above is
made with guidance from this homepage.
After registration and the opening at The Maersk Tower, all transport to
the canal tour and Herlev High School is taken care of by the EMSS17
Team.

We look forward to seeing you! J

